INDIVIDUELLE KURSPLANUNG

PRE:
IB/BOARDING/
A-LEVEL /GCSE
Thank you for choosing s∙a∙e∙s. We hope that you will enjoy your stay with us in Cambridge. To help you prepare for your course we are setting out some details
and Subject Choices below for you to complete and return to us.
Please also complete and return the “Student Assessment Paper” at least four weeks before the beginning of your course.
If you have any questions or concerns please call the Potsdam office (+49 (0) 331 / 71 37 89 ) or email us at info@saes.info.

Seminar for
Advanced English Studies

INFORMATION FOR PRE-IB-STUDENTS AND PRE-A-LEVEL-STUDENTS

Morning Lessons:
20 group lessons per week covering ext analysis, grammar and
vocabulary training.

Allee nach Sanssouci 3
14471 Potsdam

Afternoon Lessons:
Ten private lessons per week covering the subjects of your choice plus
workshops relating to relevant themes and examination training.

FAX: (+49) 0331 70 56 36 | E-MAIL: INFO@SAES.INFO

IB subject choices
kk English A1

kk Biology

kk Geography

kk Philosophy

kk English A2

kk Chemistry

kk History

kk Maths

kk Languages

kk Physics

kk Theory Of Knowledge

kk Economics

A-Level and GCSE subject choices
kk Students studying for A-Levels and GCSE should contact s∙a∙e∙s direct to
discuss their chosen subjects and, very importantly, the examining board for
the exams curriculum.
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STUDENT

Name

Course Date

Phone

Pre-IB: Subject choices for your afternoon lessons

Pre-A-Level / Pre-GCSE: Subject choices for your afternoon lessons

Choose a total of 10 afternoon lessons. Please specify a max. of 2 - 3 subjects
with the number of lessons required for each:

Choose a total of 10 afternoon lessons. Please specify a max. of 2 - 3 subjects
with the number of lessons required for each:

Subjects:		

Number of lessons:

Subjects:		

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

+ extra private lessons
I would like to book

+ extra private lessons
I would like to book

extra private lessons per week.

extra private lessons per week.

Please give us as much information as you can on what you want to achieve in each subject in your private lessons
and details on any text books you are working with in any of the above subjects.
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Number of lessons:

